MAAX IES

®

for select showers

Developed with the help of massage therapists, the MAAX IES (Integrated Energizing
System) is designed to deliver a truly energizing shower experience. All of its plumbing components, including the body jets, come factory installed, ensuring optimum
configuration and operation, plus easy installation. Available on all shower models
except Urban 7242 SA, Urban 6036 SA and Exposé.

MAAX IES 1/2

MAAX IES 3/4

BODYMAX
The Bodymax body jets are strategically positioned to target key zones of your back: the
upper back, midback and lumbar areas. The trapezius muscles in the shoulders enjoy a
misting, lower-pressure massage from two soft water jets, while four stronger pulsating
jets provide the remaining parts of your back with deeper, more penetrating massage
action. When equipped with MAAX IES 3/4, your shower system delivers a more complete massage experience thanks to two additional pulsating jets directed at the legs.
Bodymax is just what you need to stay energized all day long.
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Sandard Features
MAAX IES 1/2

Standard Features
MAAX IES 3/4

6 adjustable body jets
(2 misting gentle-massage and 4 pulsating)
Solid-brass jets
8 adjustable body jets
(2 misting gentle-massage and 4 pulsating for the back;
2 pulsating for the legs)

C Lumbars

Solid-brass jets

D Legs*
*Leg jets only available with MAAX IES 3/4

BacKjets
MAAX IeS features Backjets, just what you need when you want to soothe aching
muscles and release tension after a long day. A strategic configuration of microjets
delivers effective back and shoulder massage. Showers fitted with MAAX IeS 3/4 offer
more complete massage via four additional jets that provide soothing relief to the neck
and calf muscles—a breakthrough in shower massage systems. Sitting comfortably in
the shower— what a great way to get rid of even the most nagging pain.
Available on Imagine and Stamina shower models.
Sandard Features
MAAX IeS 1/2

10 rotating microjets

Standard Features
MAAX IeS 3/4

14 or 16 microjets (10 or 12 for the back, 2 for the neck* and 2
for the calves) * Not available on Imagine Shower

MAAX iES 1/2

MAAX iES 3/4

MAAX iES 1/2

MAAX iES 3/4

therMostatic vaLve
The thermostatic valve guarantees ideal water temperature at all times. It is also
equipped with a safety-lock button to ensure the water temperature remains below
100ºF (38 °C). On models with MAAX IeS 3/4, you can activate the system of your
choice: Bodymax alone, or Bodymax in combination with the Rainmax, hand shower,
showerhead, Backjets or wall spout to bring invigorating massage to one or more parts
of the body at once. For a shower experience that’s fully energizing, and safe too.
Regulates water volume and maintains water temperature
Sandard Features
MAAX IeS 1/2

Safety lock keeps temperature below 100ºF (38ºC)
Two handles = One to adjust the temperature and one to select the
options (with one diverter), namely the Bodymax system as well as
the back jets, hand shower and water tester.
Regulates water volume and maintains water temperature
Safety lock keeps temperature below 100ºF (38ºC)

Standard Features
MAAX IeS 3/4

Three handles = One to adjust the temperature; one to select
the options (with one diverter), namely the back jets, Rainmax
system (not available on all showers), hand shower, showerhead
and water tester; and one to activate the Bodymax system (with
one diverter).

hand shower
All MAAX IeS factory-assembled showers include a practical, state-of-the-art hand
shower with flexible hose, self-cleaning spouts and three jet settings. The hand shower
is height-adjustable, making it easy for the whole family to enjoy.
3 modes: Rain, Aqua Soft, Aqua Massage
27-in. adjustable rail
Standard Features
MAAX IeS 1/2 & 3/4

69-in. flexible hose
Self-cleaning spouts
extra hand shower holder

showerhead
The MAAX IeS 3/4 system features a one- or triplefunction showerhead that adjusts to any height or angle.
When bracketed to the roof cap, it enables effective
vertical massage. When combined with Bodymax, its
energizing benefits are more complete since the jets
are directed toward all parts of the body. Think of it as
luxury in the palm of your hand.

water tester

instaLLation
Installation is simple,
requiring only hot- and
cold-water
hookup.
The new MAAX IeS is
compiant with IAPMO
standards.
The minimum static
pressure required to
operate the IeS system
efficiently is 50 lbs/in2.

This practical little accessory lets you safely check the
water temperature before you activate the hand shower
unit. It is also handy for washing your feet or cleaning
the shower floor.

Hot and cold water hookup

